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Today, global companies are faced with digital customer experience 
challenges that CTOs and IT teams probably couldn’t have imagined 
twenty – or even five – years ago.

That’s why technology decision-makers are increasingly turning
to digital experience management (DXM) platforms. 

One real challenge is picking a digital experience
management solution that lets them answer today’s 
known needs and tomorrow’s unknown needs.

Large enterprises need centralized digital governance, but also depend on agile, 
authentic localization. They need to contain costs while expanding reach.  They 
have to meet today’s demands, yet robustly future-proof their digital infrastructure 
against changes in their business, their markets, and digital delivery technologies.

History proves the need to manage ahead by adopting platforms and solutions 
flexible, scalable and smart enough to handle issues – and exploit opportunities -- 
we can barely envision right now.

For global marketers, the opportunities ahead and abroad are too rich to ignore. 

But picking the right DXM provider is a high-stakes decision: their choice may 
either safeguard a flexible, expansive future for a company’s worldwide digital 
presence, or leave them lagging behind.

And to help you assess providers, we’ve put together a checklist to answer
the question: which DXM solution is right for you?
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A DXM ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST 

If you’re part of a global – or soon-to-be-global – organization that’s 
considering the merits of a DXM platform, this assessment checklist 
explains key factors that should go into making your choice.

Beyond calling out the features and benefits you should expect from a DXM 
platform, it offers benchmarks for evaluating the qualities of the platform
provider, too.  

Does it align with what you need today – and tomorrow?

Make certain your DXM has the capability you need by drawing up a list of the 
functionality and features you need to hit your objectives both today and, as you 
can best project, in the future, whether that's a year out or a decade from now. 
There’s no reason to compromise enterprise goals because of a platform’s
limitations: there are too many good choices out there.

This is the opportune time to look at shifting your digital management
infrastructure to the cloud.

A growing number of organizations are moving to the cloud because of its ability 
to easily scale and accelerate speed to market. 

With an on-premise solution, you have to procure additional hardware, handle
set up, and install software to add new digital experiences or even handle
additional traffic loads. With a cloud-based DXM, there’s no action needed.
You build and you deploy. That’s it. 
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Will you be able to take advantage of updates to the platform
without disruption? 

DXMs typically deploy and scale across your entire distributed enterprise, and are 
regularly upgraded so you enjoy the latest feature. Which conceptually makes 
them future-proofed against obsolescence. Except that in many cases, taking 
advantage of upgrades is both risky and costly, making their value disputable.

That’s because most DXMs give your (or third party) developers the ability to 
access and customize the platform’s core functions, which means you need to 
re-configure the platform with each upgrade to ensure nothing that’s been added 
or changed is compromised during the upgrade process.

Additionally, unless the vendor is using decoupled deployment architecture, the 
upgrade process becomes even more dangerous because the platform you’re 
upgrading is also the platform that is serving your live website. 

As a result, most companies end up staying on older versions for many years, and 
miss out on all those updated features they were promised when they signed the 
contract. Perhaps even more concerning are the critical security updates that go 
unpatched.

Your best bet is to find a provider that takes the “walled garden” approach where 
they restrict access to the inside of the platform, while still allowing you to add 
your own external scripts, plugins or apps that interact with it. 

In this case, every upgrade functions seamlessly, and you’re not marooned using 
older versions that lack new features. This is generally the preferred approach, so 
it pays to ask how the solution is architected. 

Finding one that utilizes decoupled architecture (separating the web content 
management process from content delivery) is the only way you can assure that 
you’ll always be able to take advantage of new versions as they’re released. 
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What’s their speed to launch? 

If you’re planning to use a DXM platform to support the launch of a new enterprise 
site or replatform a group of existing sites in a short timeframe, evaluate how quickly
a provider’s offering would be at expediting that launch. 

Additionally, adding subsequent websites, or multiple websites across multiple 
markets, requires a platform that facilitates rapid deployment, which is another 
reason to lean towards a cloud-based solution 

For a marketer projecting the need to support new product rollouts with new websites
websites or other digital initiatives in various markets, the ability to deploy dozens – or 
even hundreds – of touchpoints in coordinated style is a powerful benefit.

Are they technology agnostic?  

A superior DXM platform should be capable of seamless integration with any 
technology language or framework, freeing your developers to implement any 
functionality they can devise, or import from existing implementations no matter 
how archaic. At global scale, a company may use a wide gamut of technologies
and frameworks, or require integration with any number of third-party or even 
proprietary systems, or plugins, and the DXM you employ should be able to adapt 
to your needs, not vice-versa. 

What’s their real, total cost of ownership?   

Many DXM platforms still depend on onsite infrastructure, requiring onsite system 
admins, networking techs and database admins, driving up costs – considerably.  If 
you’d rather spend those many, many dollars elsewhere, while enjoying the estab-
lished benefits of scalability and easy deployment that come with the Cloud, a 
SaaS-based DXM platform is a better option.

Total cost of ownership can be extremely difficult to predict with traditional 
software implementations — costs can double or even triple after the initial imple-
mentation due to underestimating the project requirements for software installa-
tions. In contrast, SaaS subscription costs are highly predictable and often just a 
fraction of the post-implementation costs of on-premise solutions.
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An additional consideration is your brand’s projected growth trajectory. As your 
business becomes more successful, your digital footprint is likely to grow, and 
many vendors will tie their licensing costs to the number of servers, CPU, the 
memory required for hosting, which drives up expenses. 

Look for a DXM provider that provides some version of an all-inclusive package 
that enables you to add new websites or digital experiences as you need them, 
with no increase in subscription fees.

Do they allow parallel development & deployment? 

A DXM that decouples its content authoring functions from its content delivery 
enables marketers, agencies, and development teams to create and deploy
projects simultaneously, in any number of locations, without getting in each
other’s way. This means your development resources can get down to work
right away, without spending valuable time learning new languages and adopting 
new approaches. 

Does it offer a low barrier to entry?  

With SaaS-based platforms, starting the DXM adoption process is as simple as 
signing up for a subscription and starting to use the product, unlike onsite systems 
where decisions about hardware, infrastructure and staffing and security have to 
be determined upfront.

With an on-premise solution, you’ll need a team of experts with the appropriate 
skillset in order to maintain it. Whereas with a cloud solution, the provider, who 
arguably has more experience and economies of scale than you have in-house, 
handles managing both the platform and the hosting. 

A company may have reasons for considering an onsite implementation, but 
unless it’s in need of NSA-level security, Cloud-based systems will serve them
just as well.
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Is it easy to deploy, adopt and use?  

Getting people in distributed locations to adopt a new platform can be a challenge, 
unless it presents very visible advantages. The best DXM platforms make content 
authoring, updating and site creation a streamlined process. If your DXM offers the 
added attraction of Digital Quality Management (DQM) to ensure the work is clean 
of errors and in compliance with brand and legal standards, that takes a serious 
burden off the grateful shoulders of the people generating and managing content. 

What type of support is available? 

A good DXM provider will offer a solid platform support system, starting with a 
dedicated customer success representative assigned to your account. This person 
should work closely with your team not just during the implementation process, 
but on an ongoing basis to help you think through how to best leverage the 
platform to address your unique business challenges and maximize opportunities. 

They should also offer a strong implementation partner ecosystem, to help ensure 
that your marketing stack is seamlessly integrated. 

Another sign of a quality provider is their dedication to providing regular training 
and fostering a strong developer community.

How solid is their security? 

How do they protect data, police workflows and regulate access to platform
functions?  Can you configure workflow and approval streams to align with the 
governance rules within your enterprise?  These are all key concerns when you're 
considering a DXM tasked with managing websites and touchpoints spanning a 
world where digital threats are real and ever-evolving.

Ask about a DXM vendor’s security policies and certifications, including their
disaster recovery plan. You need to determine whether they’re applying 
top-of-the-line system and data security protections at all layers of the technology 
stack, and what happens in a worst-case scenario.
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Look at their customer list too. If they’re working with global brands in highly 
regulated industries like financial services, healthcare or insurance, they likely
have additional protections to ensure data security at the highest levels.

Consult the Gartner Magic Quadrant for Web Content Management. 

Each year, Gartner publishes the Gartner Magic Quadrant for Web Content
Management, assessing the companies that are “leaders,” “visionaries,”
“challengers” and “niche players” in the segment. Gartner also provides in-depth 
assessments of the “Strengths” and “Cautions” around each competitor and
its products. 

It’s a good idea to consult the latest Magic Quadrant to get a balanced view
of who is best positioned to meet your needs.



Founded in January 2001, Crownpeak was the first company to offer web content manage-
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